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The oboes of Richters: about methods of research in woodwind instruments
Part 2: Points of departure; a close look at a boxwood oboe by Hendrik Richters
In Part 1 of this article (see Comm. 2000 in FoMRHi-Q. 126, March 2014) about the oboes by
the members of the Richters family (and two confusingly similar instruments with the stamp of
H.Rijkstijn), I ended with the remark that you need ‘to know what you want to know’. That is
important in many fields of modern scientific research: formulating in advance one of more
theses or questions helps you to do the research in a structured way. However, finding the right
questions is not always easy and poses also a danger in the study of musical instruments. In my
opinion is it just good that you must have an open mind to each instrument that crosses your
path, and that you are not too much distracted by a thesis or theory that was posed beforehand.
Let the instruments speak for themselves!
Of course, it helped me in my research very much that I had some experience in examining
woodwind instruments and knew - because I had also made copies of them - which aspects are
important or interesting to look at. But that open mind has to be there at the start of your
research. Only then you will come closer to the instruments and their makers.
I mentioned at the end of Part 1 of this article some questions:
- Is it possible to date the oboes; are there earlier and later instruments; is there any
development visible in the oeuvre of the Richters family?
- Is it possible to assess the way the oboes were designed and made?
- Can anything be said about the relation between the oboes by Hendrik and Fredrik
Richters and those by other Dutch (and other European) woodwind makers?
- Were these oboes not only good looking instruments, but did they also have good
playing qualities?
These questions are rather diverse in nature and answering them demands insight in various
facets (technical, historical, musical) of research. That entails that it is important - even with an
open mind as starting point - to focus on a systematic approach. That means also that all
information about the instruments must be checked thoroughly and that the researcher must be
aware of the complications in comparing data from various sources. There is always the
possibility of the presence of errors or inaccuracies in measurements (including data the
researcher compiled him or herself) and so there are other pitfalls which can lead him or her
down false tracks.
I am posing these questions because this article is in part written as an addition - with some
critical notes - to what Cedil Adkins wrote in his article in the Journal of the American Musical
Society (1990, Vol XVI, pp. 42-117): ‘Oboes beyond compare; the instruments of Hendrik and
Fredrik Richters’. Because this article was seen by Phillip T. Young as the ‘definitive study of
the Richters oboes’ (4900 Historical Woodwind Instruments, London, 1993. p. 186, footnote 7),
I have to be careful with my comments - I hesitate to say that this article is a definitive study. I
also think that it is good to give some information about the background to my own work.
What was my point of departure for this article? I started c.1980 the hobby of making
woodwind instruments and was soon drawn to the exciting world of historical recorders,
traversos and oboes. I discovered some of these instruments by Dutch makers and I became
interested in their history and backgrounds. I visited the Gemeentemuseum in The Hague,
where curator Rob van Acht just had started his work on three catalogues of Dutch woodwind
instruments. Subsequently I was asked to contribute to these books, which were published in
1991, 1997 and 2004. In the meantime I extended my research to Dutch baroque woodwind
instruments in other collections, which resulted in writing a dissertation (Dutch woodwind

instrument and their makers, 1660-1760, English translation published 2005). In all those years
I continued making instruments, mainly recorders and traversos, but also a few oboes.
Which questions became important for me? As a woodwind maker, I am interested in how
the oboes were designed and manufactured. That includes a wide variety of technical issues,
such as the properties of the materials which were used (for instance: how thick and dry were
the wood logs from which the oboes were made?) and the tools (how many reamers did the
Richters brothers use for one instrument?). But from that point of departure I became
increasingly interested in the background of the Dutch woodwind makers and thence in the
cultural and political developments in the Netherlands at the end of the 17th century, and so on.
The instruments, however, always came first in my research, they are the actual point of
departure.
For my dissertation about Dutch woodwind instruments, the goal was to examine as many
instruments as possible by myself. So I have examined 34 of the 42 oboes by (or in the style of)
Richters and Rijkstijn which are listed in part 1 of this article. I have to make a few remarks
about this examinations:
a) Not all of the oboes were examined by me with the same thoroughness; I did not always
have the equipment or time to do so, or it was not permitted to take specific measurements.
b) Some oboes were already measured and described by other people, not in such detail that
I could use their data for making an exact copy, but sufficiently for me to use them for my
general research purposes.
c) There is always the problem in comparing assessments (such as measurements of the
bore profiles of the oboes, or the angles at which toneholes are drilled) of various researchers,
which were made with different techniques. It is good to know who made the measurements,
with which type of tools, whether they only made sketches, and whether the research was
intended for personal use only. If so, it is advisable to make a new drawing of the oboe (scale
1:1). It may happen that you will find then some errors or missing data.
Meticulously measuring and describing the oboes may help us to find clues to answer the
questions mentioned before. However, we must be aware of the relative importance of the
results. For instance: bore measurements given in hundreths of a millimetre - how were they
achieved and how accurate are they really? In the catalogue Dutch recorders of the 18th century
by Rob van Acht, Hans Schimmel and Vincent van den Ende (Celle 1991) the list of bore
diameters was the result of goniometric calculations, rather than direct measurements. Dividing
numbers did the trick, resulting in those overestimated accuracies!
d) It is helpful for your research - I even dare to say that it is vital - to have experience in
making baroque oboes yourself. Only then you will learn how to look at (and measure)
particular parts of the instrument. On the other hand: some instrument makers are not always
interested in details which are acoustically not important (such as characteristics of the makers’
marks).
e) The best way to know a historical instrument is to have it over a long period of time in
your own workshop. I do know that because I had that chance for a few recorders and traversos,
and I learned a lot about these instruments. I am still waiting for an interesting baroque oboe...
f) If you want to examine the acoustical qualities (playing characteristics) of a baroque oboe,
you must of course play the instruments, which also includes having experience in making
reeds and staples. Only then you might for instance give an answer to the question whether the
oboes by Richters were adapted to the wishes of the players.
I can tell the readers of this article that while I have some experience in making baroque
oboes, I must admit that I am far from being a good player and often need assistance from
people who have much more experience than I ever will acquire. For the catalogue of Dutch
double reed instruments in the collection of the Gemeentemuseum in The Hague (Laaber 1997)
we have asked the professional baroque oboist Piet Dhont to play the instruments.

In my dissertation (par. 1.14.1) I described the situation:
‘Oboes, shawms and bassoons present an additional problem: these instruments can only be
played with a reed mounted on a staple. However, not one single original reed is still extant, and
only for a few bassoons and racketts have what might conceivably be the original crooks
survived. Because the technical properties of these instruments depend heavily on the sizes and
qualities of the reeds and staples, it is impossible to draw scientifically valid conclusions from
measurements taken in the course of occasional examinations. To a certain extent it is however
possible to compare the results of one person playing different instruments during one session.
Piet Dhont employed this strategy to examine the Dutch oboes in the Gemeentemuseum Den
Haag. In the first place the results of this examination are relative: the timbre and tuning of one
particular oboe were compared with those of other instruments in the collection’. Conclusion:
comparative playing can give useful results. Playing one oboe by one person may give
interesting information for him or her, but can hardly be used for a scientific publications.
Examination of an oboe by H. Richters from the collection of the Drents Museum, Assen,
Netherlands
In part 1 of this article, I have given this oboe the number HR27. I had seen this instrument only
once, after the publication of my dissertation in 2001 and 2005. Before that time the oboe was in
storage away from the museum, temporarily out of reach for the curator. As it is now on loan to
the Museum Vosbergen in Eelde (a village not far from Assen), I had the opportunity to
examine and taking pictures of the instrument. Even some playing was allowed, which is quite
an exception nowadays in the world of museums of musical instruments.

I have chosen this oboe as an example how to do a critical examination of a historical
instrument, with some notes on methodical aspects of the research.

1- Type of instrument, history
This instrument is clearly a baroque oboe, in three parts, in the discant or descant* size. This is
the most common type of baroque oboe, with the fundamental tone c1. At the back of the
middle joint an inventory number is written in white paint: H1911-2a.
The instrument is complete, all parts are original. There is no information about previous
owners of the oboe; no staples or reeds, a cover or documents have come with this instrument.
Notes: *The term discant or descant (or even soprano) in relation to the baroque oboe is nowadays seldom used.
Bruce Haynes preferred the name hautboy for the baroque oboe, but as far as I know he has no followers (Bruce
Haynes, The Eloquent Oboe: A History of the Hautboy 1640-1760, Oxford, 2001).

2- Maker’s marks
The oboe is stamped with a maker’s mark on all joints, but only the stamp on the bell (photo) is
reasonably sharp: H.RICHTERS in a slight curve (not in a scroll), with a clover leaf below the
name, the stalk of this leaf bending to the left. The shape and size of the stamp on the bell
correspond to those on other oboes by Hendrik Richters.* The traces of the stamp on the upper
joint are very indistinct and hardly to discern.
The positions of the stamps: on the upper joint above tone hole 1**, on the middle joint
between the holes 4 and 5; on the bell in the middle of the bell flare.

Notes: *Comparing makers’ marks from different instruments is not easy, measuring their dimensions on curved
surfaces is tricky. The best way is to do all your measurements yourself, using the same method (for instance using
graph paper - see photo - instead of callipers for assessing the length of the stamps).
** On most other oboes by H. Richters this stamp is between toneholes 1 and 2.

3- Materials
Wood: the oboe is probably made of European boxwood, the radial surface of the wood at the
front of all joints.* The colour of the wood is now light-to-middle brown, with darker spots
(tortoise-shell imitation). The curator of the Vosbergen Museum told me that the oboe was very
dirty when it arrived in his collection. Maybe that by cleaning the instrument a bit of the
original colour was lost (see photos on the previous page).
The inside (bore) of the bell is painted black, which is unique for a Dutch baroque oboe. Was
it done by Richters or (much) later by a person who has restored the crack in the wall of the
bell?

Crack in the wall of the bell
Note: * The only way to assess the species of the wood with certainty is analysis with a microscope. But that means
taking a piece of wood from the instrument, which is not desirable. I wrote in my dissertation (para 1.7.2, p. 28):
‘Because woodwind instruments are often highly polished, stained and/or varnished, the determining features are
often difficult to discern, warranting room for doubt in a number of cases - not in certain catalogues and
publications, though, which boldly identify various kinds of wood without the slightest hesitation. But because
those selfsame publications fail to cite any determining criteria, for instance the difference between ebony and the
wood of the African grenadilla-tree, these and other woods are listed here [in the dissertation] with reservations.’

Metal rings: there are four brass rings attached to the finial of the upper joint, the socket rims of
both middle joint and bell, and at the bell rim. These brass rings have triangular lips which are
carved with acanthus-leaf patterns. The ring at the finial covers most of its upper face. The ring
at the bell rim is attached to the wood with metal pins, whose ends protrude a little through the
wood.

Keys: there are three keys; one long key in two sections for c1, and two short keys in one piece
for playing d-sharp/e-flat. The keys are well made, in the common design for the period that the
instrument was made, and fit (and move) perfectly well in the key channels.
The holes for the pivots of the key are - and this is characteristic for many oboes by this maker
- ‘blind' (see drawing), which means that the pivots can only be pushed in from one end.

Cross section through upper
part of the lower key ring, with
key channel and blind pivot hole.

As the pivots hardly protrude from the holes, no attempt was made to remove them. That means
that I could not assess exactly the size and shape of the key holes and the key channels. The
material of the key springs could not be assessed as well; but it is clear that - as on the other
oboes of Hendrik Richters - the springs are attached (shoven) in the key channels. The key pads
are made of a felt-like material; it was not possible to assess whether these pads are original.
The threads on the tenons of the upper and middle joint have different colours and are clearly
not original.

The waist of the bell with resonance holes and
‘nibble damage’ at the beads.

4- Damage and condition
There is some damage clearly visible on the oboe, but that damage does not detract from the
overall attractive look and generally fine preservation of the instrument. The three parts have
not become crooked, in cross-section there is only minor oval warping*, the keys are
functioning well, the tone holes are in good condition, the bore of all parts is clean with smooth
surfaces.
Concerning the damage:
- There is a crack in the bell, which runs from halfway down the flare to the lower. The crack
has been glued, but there is no information or indication when that was done and by whom.
- There is ‘nibble damage' at several beads of the wood (see photos). This damage is peculiar,
because these beads seem to be not very vulnerable, and the other surfaces of the wood are just
remarkably smooth and well preserved.
- Five lips (out of seventeen) are missing from the brass ring at the finial.

Baluster of the upper joint with some damage at the brass mounting (missing lips) and to the rings and beads of the
wood. The darker spots on the wood (tortoise-shell imitation) are clearly visible.
Note: * This can be seen as an indication that in about 300 years the wood of this oboe has not shrunk very much.

5- Outer design (turnery, proportions)
The oboe is designed in the general style of many Dutch oboes from the beginning of the 18th
century, with elegant and expressively turned elements as the baluster and socket groups and a
widely flaring bell.* The finial has - like other boxwood oboes but unlike most oboes in
grenadilla-wood by Hendrik Richters - a finial which is not widely flaring with a cup (see photo
of oboe HR12 in Brussels for an example of a finial with a (shallow) cup).
Bruce Haynes follows in his book ‘The eloquent oboe’ (Oxford 2001) a classification of the
baroque oboe from a study by Eric Half-penny (1949, ‘The English 2-and 3-keyed Hautboy’,
Galpin Society Journal 2: 10-36). At p. 81 he classifies the oboes of H. & F. Richters (and of
some other Dutch makers) in ‘type A3'. From the text: ‘This type shows unusally sharp flares at
the finial and short bell and an ‘empathic roundness’ (he is referring to Adkins 1990) at the
balusters.’
The key rings of the middle joint have the usual shape: the upper key ring with a flat top, the
lower key ring rounded, both rings with small flanking beads. Characteristic of the oboes of
Richters is that a small bead group just above the lower key ring is missing.

Oboe HR12 by Hendrik Richters (MIM, Brussels)
Note: * Adkins writes on p. 43: ‘The overall shape of the oboes is consistent and typical of the bold patterns of the
early Dutch style’.

It is obvious that assessments as ‘elegant’,‘expressive’, ‘bold’or ‘empathic roundness’ are
rather (or sometimes even very much) subjective. For better understanding, I have given in my
dissertation (para 1.9) some definitions of terms which were used in characterising the turnery
of the instruments: ‘Expressive or lively: turnery characterised by noticeable differences in
diameter at fairly short intervals . . . Elegant: this term is used here to indicate a well-balanced
combination of attractive curves and beads with carefully finished details . . .’

For the design in relation to the proportions of this oboe we must know the length of the
sections. At first I look at the oboe with all parts mounted (the tenons are not visible). The
lengths of the upper and middle joint are almost the same (211.5 and 212 mm), the bell
measures 146.5 mm. We find similar lengths on other Richters oboes.
I suppose that he used the Amsterdamse Voet (Amsterdam foot), with a length of 282.6mm,
which means that both visible sections of both joints are 9 duimen (inches) long. There is not
such a nice round figure for the length of the bell. However, there is very close to a ‘golden

section’ from the top of the upper key ring. Is that why Richters made the bell that size? On
several other oboes by him the bell is shorter, about 142 mm, which is 6 Amsterdam inches.
Some other proportional relationships seems to be present, such as the distance between
fingerholes 1 and 6 (see drawing above, where I used the profile of another oboe for adding the
figures). There are, however, a couple of remarks to be made. At first, I am not sure how, in
relation to the proportions, the length between the toneholes was measured by Richters: from
the centres of the holes, or the upper or lower edges? At the exterior of the instrument, or where
they occur in the bore (which would give slightly longer lengths, as hole1 is drilled under an
angle upwards).
Adkins gives on p. 51 of his article in the AMIS Journal a drawing with proportions of
another oboe by Hendrik Richters (but without referring to the possible units such as the
foot-length which was maybe used by the maker). As far I can see, the oboe he describes is
HR17 in the Bate Collection in Oxford (with the inventory number 2037), where he too found a
golden section at the upper key ring for the whole oboe. This despite the fact that the upper joint
is (because of a more flaring finial) longer, at 214.2 mm. I checked his calculation, and was not
convinced by his results. The major (longer part) of the golden section is about 5.5mm too long.
The relationship appears better when the length of the upper joint is measured from the bottom
of the finial cup of this instrument (which is 3.6 mm deep).
The golden section of the instrument in Assen fits better (even much better) when we
considerate (and accept) inaccuracies in measurements of 0.5 mm over a length of 200 mm.
For the baluster of the oboe in Assen I found other, and more convincing relationships (also
using different measuring points, see the drawing on the previous page) than Adkins for the
instrument in Oxford (see illustration below). His 1-2-4 proportion really does not fit; however
the proportions from Assen instrument can be applied to the Oxford oboe, but only with the
bottom of the finial cup of that instrument as reference point.

Proportions of an oboe by Hendrik Richters, from Adkins, Oboes beyond compare.

Measurements of the baluster of the oboe 2037 by Hendrik Richters (Bate Collection, Oxford,
drawing by Dick Earle, 1989)
Do we know whether Richters really used proportions as mentioned above, or that he just was
copying a standard model of a baroque oboe, designed by himself, or by other makers?
In another article by Cecil Adkins: ‘Proportions and architectural motives in the design of the
eighteenth-century oboe, Journal of the American Musical Instrument Society, vol. XXV,
1990), he puts the question of proportions in the context of that time (p. 98): ‘But while there is
ample evidence of the use of geometric and proportional systems in architecture, no written
records concerning the use of these systems in the design of instruments are known to exist.
Indeed, the proportional nature of instrument design is not even apparent to the undiscerning or
casual observer, giving rise to questions regarding its validity and usefulness.’
And on p. 104: ‘When historic oboes are analyzed according to any of these schemes, many
variations result, even among instruments by the same maker. Changes in decorative features,
acoustical modifications, and manufacturing mistakes are only a few of the adjustments that
contribute to the differences, and as a result it is often not possible to discern the original
concept.’ Adkins quotes Herbert Heyde (Musikinstrumentenbau, Leipzig 1986): ‘Were the
proportions knowingly applied, or were they simply the consequence of empirical procedures?’
From my own observations I have learned that all possible proportions can be found on
historical woodwind instruments, if you are looking long enough and accept small differences.
And there can be several causes for these differences between ideal and just not ideal
proportions. One example: shrinking of parts of the instruments in the cause of the years.

6- Inner design (bore profile)

In these graphs the bore dimensions of upper and middle joint are drawn in a scale of 10:1 to
the length of these joints.* The bore of the bell is drawn in a scale of 1:1 (diameter to length).
All diameters are related to the lower end of each joint (= 0 in the length scale).The toneholes
are indicated with 1 to 6, the keyholes with es (=e-flat, or d#) and C.
The dimensions of the bore are - in combination with the position and size of the toneholes - of
the greatest importance for the acoustical qualities of woodwind instruments. The bore profiles
are - even more than the shapes of the turned exterior - consistent and typical for the instruments
of each woodwind maker. It is therefore important to give ample attention to these aspects.
We see that the profile of the bore of this instrument is characteristic for the oboes by both
Hendrik and Fredrik Richters. Firstly, the walls of the bore of the upper and middle joint are
very smooth, no irregularities such as reamer marks are visible. Concerning the bore diameters:
in the top joint is the opening for the staple and reed, with a diameter of 8.5 mm. After that
opening the staple or counter bore tapers over a length of about 40 mm to a minimum diameter
6.0 mm (which is surprisingly narrow for an oboe of the Richters family). After the narrowest
section (Adkins uses here the term ‘interstice’) the bore gradually widens, not in a straight line
but in one of more ‘waves’ (parabolic curves) to a diameter of 11.5 at the lower end.* The bore
of the middle joint begins after the socket at about the same diameter and widens again in a
more or less parabolic curve to 16 mm at the d#-key-holes, after which we see that the graph of
the bore becomes much flatter, to Ø 17 mm at the lower end. The bore of the bell begins - after
the socket - wider (Ø 18.8 mm); which means that there is a step of 1.8 mm with the bore at the
lower end of the middle joint; but this is common for baroque oboes. The bore of the bell at first
only gradually widened, and follows after the waist section the profile of the flare of the bell to
a maximum diameter of about 47.7 mm, which is at 8 mm from the lower end. Then follows the
bell lip which has an opening of about 41.0 - 41.5 mm.

Note. *The graphs on the previous page are based on comprehensive measurements with in the top and middle
joints rather large diameter steps of 0.5 mm. The graphs are not very detailed and can therefore be a bit misleading;
for instance no conclusions can be made from them about how many reamers were used by Richters for each joint.
For a more critical assessment of the bore profiles of these joints (and for making a copy of this oboe), more
extensive data are needed, for instance with diameter steps of 0.1 to 0.2 mm.

Table 1 with the length and bore measurements of a selection of oboes by Hendrik and
Fredrik Richters and by Rijkstijn
Oboe

Lengths of sections*
I, II and II and total

HR7
HR9
HR18
HR24
HR27
FR4
Rijkst-1

211 + 212.5+ 148.1=571.6
211 + 210.5 +141.8=563.3
209 + 211 + 142.1= 562.1
210 + 212.5+158.5**=581
211.5+212 + 146.7 = 570.2
211.5+209 + 144.7 = 565.2
212.2+209.5+144.6= 566.3

L hole 1-6*
188.7
189.1
186.2
188.0
187.3
186.0
183.1

Ø bore upper joint
top- min. - bottom

middle joint
min. - max.

bell
min-max -lip

8.8 - 6.4 - 11.4
8.4 - 6.4 - 11.1
8.7 - 6.6 - 11.4
8.3 - 6.3 - 11.2
8.5 - 5.8 - 11.5
8.6 - 6.2 - 11.5
8.5 - 6.2 - 11.6

11.8 - 17.1
11.3 - 16.2
11.6 - 16.7
11.8 - 16.3
11.5 - 17.0
11.1 - 17.0
11.0 - 17.0

18.3- 44.5- 41.9
19.1 - 46 - 40.5
19.6 -47.5-c. 44
20.0-43.9- 40.6
18.5-47.5- 41.5
19.7-c. 47- 44.4
19.4-50.9 - 46.7

*: length of the sections without tenons; L hole 1-6 = distance between holes 1 and 6, measured between
the centre of the holes at the exterior of the instruments;
**: bell bij Borkens; HR7 = Hendrik Richters, Rijksmuseum Amsterdam, inv. no. BK-NM-11182 (ex
Gemeentemuseum Den Haag Ea 17-x-1952); HR9 = Hendrik Richters, Gemeentemuseum Den Haag,
inv. no. Ea 1-x-1996; HR 17 = Hendrik Richters, Bate Collection, Oxford, inv. no. 2037; HR18 =
Hendrik Richters, Bate Collection, Oxford, inv. no. 2040; HR24 = Hendrik Richters, Horniman
Museum, London, inv. no. 14-5-47/120; HR27: Hendrik Richters, Drents Museum Assen/Museum
Vosbergen Eelde; FR4: Fredrik Richters, collection Han de Vries; Rijkst-1: H. Rijkstijn. Frysk Museum,
Leeuwarden, Netherlands; on loan to Han de Vries, Amsterdam, Netherlands. The oboes HR7 is made
from ebony wood, the other oboes from boxwood.

The most conspicuous detail of this oboe is for me the small diameter (6.0 mm) of the narrow
bore (interstice) in the upper joint. On other instruments of Hendrik Richters (see table above
and table 9.8 on p. 471 in my dissertation), the diameter is there at least 6.3 mm. Because no
signs of excessive shrinking of the wood in other places of oboe HR27 can be seen, I have to
believe that this narrow sector of the bore is original.
I can't resist here the temptation to note another proportion. Herbert Heyde assumes on p.
191 of his book Instrumentenbau (Leipzig 1986) for oboe HR23 (Kunsthistorischese Museum,
Vienna) a relation of 1:7 from the smallest diameter in the upper joint to the bell opening (6.3 to
44 mm). On HR27 there is a similar relation, from 6.0 to (just under) 42 mm.
We have seen that Richters might have used the Amsterdam foot, with a duim (inch) of 23.55
mm; divided by 4, the result is 5.88 mm (measured 6 mm). The diameter of the bore at the lower
end of the upper joints is 11.5, which can be seen as 2 duimen (11.7; measured: 11.5 mm*), the
bore at the lower end of the middle joint as 3 duimen (17.6, measured 17.0 mm**). This 1:2:3
proportion was found by Heyde on other oboes. There might be another relation, as the
diameter of the bell lip can be seen as 7 duimen (is 41.2 mm, I have measured 41.0 to 41.7 mm).
However: this 1:2:3:7 proportion fits rather nicely on this oboe, but not so much - because of the
much wider interstices - on the other instruments by Richters and Rijkstijn.
Notes: * The deviation at the lower end of the upper joint can easily be explained because of contraction of the
wood at the tenon. ** The value of 17.6 is more or less the mean of the diameters at the lower end of the middle
joint and the upper end of the bore of the bell.

7- Tone holes
As usual on oboes from the first decades of the 18th century, we see two small double holes at 3
and 4. Within each pair, the holes have about the same size. Hole 1 is slanted slightly up-wards
(about 2 mm), hole 3 slightly downwards (between 1.5 and 2 mm). Hole 6 is also, but very
slightly, slanted downwards. Because it is was not possible to remove the keys, the key holes
could nog be measured accurately. Hole 2 is a bit undercut, at the other holes hardly any
undercutting was visible.* All holes are in original condition. There are no signs of wear visible
around the holes, the same applies to the keys. As a result it is not possible if this oboe was
played in the past mainly with the left or with the right hand in the lower position.
Note: * The only reliable way to assess the shape and size of tone hole undercuttings is making a cast of them (in
dentist wax or something similar).

8- Playing
This oboe by Hendrik Richters is in excellent playing condition, and as it is allowed in the
Museum Vosbergen to play the instruments for a short time, I was able check the pitch of some
notes. But I already mentioned a problem: as no original reeds and staple(s) did survive, one has
to find the best (or at least) a suitable combination of staple and reed and to discover how far the
staple must be put in the top bore. Thas was not so easy: one has to find a good connection
between the top notes of the first register (b1, c2) and the lowest notes of the second register
(c#2, d2) and also a good relation between b1 and the fork fingered b-flat1.
I can give here only a few impressions. In comparison with other oboes with about the same
dimensions, it was possible to play this instrument by Hendrik Richters at a pitch of (or close to)
a1=415 Hz. But playing at a slightly lower pitch (for instance a1=410 Hz) was for me, as a not
experienced player, a bit easier.
9- Discussion
This is an example of Hendrik Richter making not only expensive, elaborate oboes (with ebony,
machine-turned ivory mountings, carved silver keys), but also more simply executed
instruments. But this boxwood oboe also proves that Richters paid full attention to its finishing
(for instance the high quality of the turning), and that there are no major differences from the
other instruments in the aspects which are acoustically important (bore profile, tone holes).
Which proves in turn that Richters made all of his oboes to the same high musical standard. The
brass mountings and the mottled stained colouring in tortoise-shell imitation are unique for
Hendrik Richters; both features remind me to an oboe with the stamp of I. Beuker* in the
Gemeentemuseum Den Haag (inventory number: Ea 285-1933; see the catalogue of the
museum for more information and more photos of this instrument**). The brass mountings are
very much identical to those of the Richters oboe; it is therefore not far fetched to assume that
they were made (or provided) by the same person.***
A last remark about the proportions and relations to the Amsterdamse voet which can be seen on
this oboe. I have already made some restrictions to these observations. Richters may have used
these proportions, but how strict was he doing so? It might be a complete coincidence that on
this instrument some of the proportions seem to fit better than on other oboes by the same
maker.

Bell of the oboe by I. Beuker
Notes: * There is hardly any information about one or two woodwind makers with the name Jan (or Jan Barend)
Beuker who lived in Amsterdam (see par. 2.3 of my dissertation). ** Niederländische Doppelrohrblattinstrumente
des 17. und 18. Jahrhunderts – Dutch double reed instruments of the 17th and 18th centuries (Laaber 1997) by
Rob van Acht, Jan Bouterse and Piet Dhont. *** Were the brass parts of the oboes made by the Richters (and other
woodwind makers) themselves? I have not found - with one possible exception - information in the archives about
suppliers of materials (wood, ivory, metals) or components (finished keys and mountings) to the woodwind
makers. The exception is found in the marriage of Fredrik Richters, Hendrik’s younger brother, with Maria
Reringh, a niece of the silversmith Hildebrand van Flory (1657-1754), who might have provided the keys and other
silver parts for some of the oboes. See my comments about this in part 1 of this article.

Conclusion
In the description of the boxwood oboe by Hendrik Richters in the Museum Vosbergen I have
made a few links to other instruments by the same and by other makers. To answer the
questions which I considered on the first page of this communication, we must look at the
whole group of oboes by Hendrik & Fredrik Richters and Rijkstijn. Because so many of their
instruments have survived, we must (and can) do that systematically. In part III of this series I
will discuss some methods. What can we learn from the instruments? And what can further be
said about their playing qualities?
Correction: In Comm. 2000 in the list a list of the oboes by Richters and Rijkstijn I mentioned
that oboe HR 18 by Hendrik Richters has engraved silver keys. That is not true, this instrument
has brass keys.

